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PREPARATION

This heater is pre-assembled in factory. 
Please note this product is rated 12.5 amps (1500W) at 120V, 60 Hz. 
Place the heater on a firm level surface free from obstructions, and at least 3 ft. away from any wall and 
any other objects such as furniture, curtains, plants or combustible material. 

 OPERATION  INSTRUCTIONS 

Digital IndicatorThermal Pilot Lamp 

Turning the Unit On

 Plug the heater into a grounded 120V outlet, the buzzer will sound. 
 To turn the heater on press ON/OFF. When initially turned on, the heater will display the current room 

temperature in °Fahrenheit. Press the TEMP and TIMER buttons at the same time for 3 seconds 
to change the display to °Celsius. Press the same two buttons together again for 3 seconds to 
change the display back to °Fahrenheit.  

 Upon turning the heater on, the unit will be in “HI” heat (1500 W) and will display the current room 
temperature. 

 Press MODE repeatedly to the desired setting. The cycle is HI-LO-FAN-AUTO. 
HI- Fan and heating element operate at 1500 W 
LO- Fan and heating element operate at 900 W 
FAN- Only the fan will operate blowing cool air to circulate. 
AUTO- Motion Sensor will work at this mode. This AUTO function is for energy saving and safety to 

provide instant heating (If you want to use this heater to warm the whole room, please choose HI or Lo 
setting). If you forget to turn off your heater when leaving the room, the heater will automatically stop 
heating in 10 minutes after Motion Sensor detects no motion. When somebody enters into the room, heater 
will automatically start heating again. 

Turning the Unit Off

To turn the heater off, press the ON/OFF button and the buzzer will sound. After the unit is turned off, the 
fan will continue to run for 15 seconds to cool down, the digital screen will display the process from 15 
backward to 1. After the display turns off, unplug the heater from the electrical outlet. 

Setting the Temperature

The default temperature is 95°F. The temperature can be set only on HI, LO or AUTO mode.  

Timer Pilot Temperature and 
Timer setting knob 
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Press the TEMP button, the temperature will be flashing. Turn the Temperature and Timer setting knob
clockwise, the temperature will increase; Turn the knob counterclockwise, the temperature will decrease. 
Turn the knob to the desired temperature. Around 5 seconds after set the temperature, the digital screen 
displays current room temperature again. 
Once the room temperature reaches the set temperature, the heater will stop heating to save the energy. 
Once the room falls lower than the set temperature, the unit will resume heating. The heater will cycle off 
and on to maintain the set temperature. 

Setting the Timer

This heater has a timer that will enable the heater to turn on and off automatically within 12 hours. 

Setting the heater to turn on automatically. 
 Plug the heater into a grounded 120V outlet, the buzzer sounds. 
 Press the TIMER button, the timer symbol indicator will illuminate. Turn the Temperature and Timer 

setting knob to set the time of auto-on. Turn the knob clockwise, the time will increase; Turn the knob 
counterclockwise, the time will decrease.

Setting the heater to turn off automatically. 
 After the heater turns on (HI, LO, FAN or AUTO), press the TIMER button and the timer indicator will 

illuminate. Turn the Temperature and Timer setting knob to set the auto-off time. 

The timer indicator will appear on the digital screen after the timer is set.  

POWER/MODE Function Map

TIMER SET 
(AUTO OFF) TIMER SET 

(AUTO ON) 

                                                                                                                                    
CARE AND MAINTENANCE 

We recommend cleaning the heater at least once a month and before off-season storage. 
Turn the heater OFF and unplug it. Allow it to cool. 
Use a dry cloth to clean the external surfaces of the heater. 

DO NOT USE WATER, WAX, POLISH OR ANY CHEMICAL SOLUTION. 
Pack the heater in its original container and store it in a cool, dry place. 
Don’t disassemble this heater.  

The motor is factory lubricated for life and will require no further lubrication. 
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